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"The basic idea was to create a lamp 
series with space and atmosphere. I put 
my trust in the natural material of glass, in 
its beauty and its changing re�ections. 
The lamp series consists of a white and 
grey version that both, and in their own 
way, bring forward the beauty of electrical 
light. The lamps are at their best in the late 
evening, creating a cosy mood around 
them." Harri Koskinen on the design.

COSY IN GREY

PROCESS

DESIGNED BY / YEAR OF DESIGN

TYPE

LAMP DESCRIPTION

ENVIRONMENT

MATERIAL

COLOUR / REFERENCE CODE  

VOLTAGE (V)

CORD LENGHT (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CLEANING INSTRUCTION

CERTIFICATIONS

Cosy in grey is hand made, mouth blown in coloured 
soda lime glass, cut grinded and polished by hand. 
Carefully �rst hand selected.

Harri Koskinen / 2005

Table/�oor lamp

Cosy is a lamp series with personality and ambience. 
Place them anywhere to create a cosy atmosphere.

Indoor

Soda lime glass, transparent PVC cord with a dimmer, 
plastic socket and an internal clear plastic construction 
to secure cord and socket.

Smoked grey glass

220V-230V, 50 HZ, Max 60 Watt, E14, PL MAX 8W E14

2600 mm

4,1

Clean with soft dry cloth only.
Always swtich off the electricity supply before cleaning.
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“How to be speci�c and generic altogether? 
Shelving systems have a tendency to 
achieve one concern but never both. We 
decided to dimension shelving units based 
on the generic measurements of things to 
store and display while allowing for them to 
be combined according to speci�c needs 
and desires. The result can be at times a 
random stack of boxes or a coordinated 
grid of ef�cient storage… or both!” JDS 
Architects on the design.

SHELF SYSTEM

PROCESS White cubes: Every side is cut out of MDF, assembled,  
 glued together and painted with 3 layer of PU lacquer.
 Pine and ash cubes: Every side is cut out of MDF  
 with pine or ash veneer on top, then assembled and  
 glued together.

DESIGNED BY / YEAR OF DESIGN JDS Architects / 2008

TYPE Stackable shelf system

OPTIONS With or without backboard

DESCRIPTION The Stacked system by JDS Architects provides a  
 storage solution with in�nite potential. Using small clips  
 you can arrange the generic building blocks as you see  
 �t to quickly create shelf systems, room dividers or  
 side tables.

ENVIRONMENT Indoor / Free standing or wall mounted

MODULE DIMENSIONS (CM)  Small:  W 21,8     D 35 H 43,6
  Medium: W 43,6     D 35  H 43,6
  Large:  W 65,4     D 35 H 43,6
  Stacked Clips: W 4 D 2 H 4

MATERIAL MDF ash veneer and pine veneer

COLOUR / REFERENCE CODE Stacked: White: RAL 9016
   Pine 
   Ash

 Clips:  Green
   White
   Yellow

CLEANING INSTRUCTION Remove dust from shelves with a soft cloth or remove  
 abrasive dust particles. When necessary clean with  
 moist cloth. For wood veneer �nishes, dry immediately  
 with soft cloth following wood grains.  
 The wood should not be subjected to excessive heat,  
 direct sunlight or humidity.
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